TREE TIPS

TREE & SHRUB CARE FROM BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS

Growth regulators to reduce
the need for pruning by Chad M. Rigsby, PhD

Wood boring insects

Some species of trees and shrubs,
or woody plants growing in ideal
conditions, can grow very fast and to
impressive sizes. It is not uncommon
for a species like tulip tree to reach a
height of 50 feet within 20 years. When
growing this quickly, many species
develop relatively weak wood that can
more easily fail during storm events.
Aside from safety concerns, other
issues for fast-growing species include
the obstruction of views or walkways,
or growing on or close to structures
such as houses and buildings.

Wood boring insects feed on the
inner wood (xylem) of roots,
trunks, branches or shoots of a
plant. While there are hundreds of
wood boring species that are not
considered pests, some species
can cause branch dieback or even

Matters such as these are handled by
way of pruning, which allows arborists
to direct growth and reduce size in a
relatively precise manner. Pruning is a
dynamic process and over their lifetime,
trees can require pruning multiple
times, with different goals, depending
on environmental conditions, your
expectations, and the health of the tree.
However, tree growth—and therefore
the need to prune—can be reduced
using certain products called growth
regulators. These products are applied

Growth regulators
can be an alternative
to frequent pruning of
fast-growing trees.

to the soil,
in the case
of trees, or to
the foliage, in the
case of shrubs: the
effect can last up
to three years and
three months, respectively.
The products work by inhibiting the
production of growth hormones in the
plant, and the result is, aside from
reduced growth, often greener leaves
and denser flowering. And there is
research suggesting that some side
benefits may exist to growth regulator
application, including increased stress
tolerance and elevated resistance to
pests. Talk to your Bartlett Arborist
Representative to learn if growth
regulators might be applicable in your
landscape.

by Kevin D. Chase, PhD

Beetle larvae in twigs can cause branch
dieback.

mortality. Recently transplanted
young plants and stressed plants
are most susceptible to attack from
wood boring insects. Damage occurs
when the larvae of wood boring
insects chew through the nutrient
and water transporting tubes of the
plant.

A shrub treated with a growth
regulator (left) and an untreated
comparison (right).

Asian longhorned
beetle.
Emerald ash borer.

With the increase in international
trade, many new invasive species
have been introduced to North
America over the past 20 years.
One of them is the emerald ash
borer—a metallic green beetle that
Continued on page 2

Diagnostic services
Bartlett Tree Experts excels in
analyzing and identifying plant
health care issues. Our local Arborist
Representatives receive ongoing
training on the latest problems and
treatment techniques. They also
have the support of the diagnostic
facilities at our Bartlett Tree
Research Laboratories, a benefit

A day of service at the National Arboretum
On Saturday, March 31, 110 Bartlett Tree employees volunteered at the 446-acre
National Arboretum in Washington, D.C. They worked on a wide range of projects,
including pruning to improve the structural integrity of select mature trees, to help
some young trees develop a strong
form, and to provide road clearance
in some areas for vehicles. This
team also assisted with fertilization,
selective removal of invasive plants,
and management of insect and
disease problems.

that just is not available elsewhere.
The Plant Diagnostic Clinic at our
Research Laboratories analyzes
more than 20,000 plant and soil
samples each year to ensure accurate
diagnosis and treatment programs
for our clients. Whether your plant
has a common insect infestation,
a soil deficiency, or a tree disease
completely new to your area, it
can be appropriately identified
and addressed.

Wood boring insects (Continued from page 1)
kills ash trees. It is imperative to treat an ash tree
or American fringe tree if the emerald ash borer is
nearby. Otherwise, tree mortality will occur. Other
wood boring insects such as the Asian longhorned
beetle, the velvet longhorned beetle, and the spruce
longhorn beetle have also been recently introduced
to North America. To have a certified arborist inspect
your trees and discuss potential wood boring insect
issues in your area, contact your local Bartlett Arborist
Representative.

A glimpse of the serious damage
that happens out of sight.

Fun with trees Painted stick pet snakes
Two fun activities—an outing to the woods and painting—combine
in this easy-to-do kids’ project. The outing is for the children to collect
some dry sticks to turn into snakes.
When looking for sticks, you might
like some with a fork that can be a
mouth (you’ll often need to break or
cut the fork). Back at home, set the
kids up with brushes and craft paint
in a variety of colors, and watch
the wonderfully imaginative snakes
appear! Gluing on googly eyes is a
fun extra step.

TREE FOCUS:
Boxwood (Buxus spp.)
History
While not a tree, boxwood is one of the most common
landscape plants in the world, and is widely used as a
border plant and in formal gardens. Several species of
boxwood are common in the horticulture industry,
and all are susceptible, to various degrees, to insect
and disease issues.
Culture
77 Does not tolerate saturated soils, and this will lead
to root disease and/or stem dieback
77 Buried root collar area is a common cause of decline
77 Often sheared; however, hand pruning will lead to
better health and thicker canopy
77 May turn yellow to orange in winter when exposed
to bright sun under cold conditions
Concerns
77 Boxwood blight is a major lethal disease. It causes
characteristic leaf spots, followed by twig canker,
defoliation, and plant death
77

77

77

77

Boxwood spider mites, leafminer, and psyllid cause
foliar damage
Volutella blight is not lethal but will kill individual
branches
Boxwood decline is a disease that leads to slow mortality
in English boxwoods
Nutrient deficiency is indicated by yellow, white, or
orange discoloration of leaf margins

Bartlett Management Practices
77 Preventive fungicide applications for plants in areas with
heavy boxwood blight pressure
77 Use caution when shearing or pruning potentially
blight-infected plants because equipment can easily spread
this disease
77 Inspect root collar areas and excavate as needed
77 Treat for pests such as spider mites, leafminer, and
psyllid as needed
77 Improve soil conditions to help plants with boxwood
decline
77 Fertilize annually and apply potassium phosphite to reduce
stress during very hot and dry weather

WONDERS OF NATURE
Living root bridges
Amazing bridges are handmade from the aerial roots
of rubber fig trees (Ficus elastica). People living in
mountainous areas of southern India (as well as Java and
Sumatra) create these bridges by guiding tree roots across a
stream or river. Young roots are twisted together and over
time strengthen and knit together via inosculation. These
trees grow on steep slopes and rocky surfaces, so it is not
difficult to get their roots to take hold on the opposite sides
of river banks.

Living root
bridges near
Cherrapunjee,
Meghalaya,
India.

Search online for ‘living root bridges’ for more information and cool photos.

Living roots bridges near
Cherrapunjee, Meghalaya, India.

Compliments of

An inspection
by your Arborist
can catch potential
tree and shrub
problems.

Merck Forest & Farmland Center
Merck Forest & Farmland Center (MFFC) in Rupert,
Vermont, is a nonprofit educational organization with
a mission to inspire curiosity, love, and responsibility
toward our natural and working lands. MFFC is open
to the public 365 days a year. There is lots to do there in
summer: go berry picking, attend a demonstration, or go hiking (trails range
from an easy 5 minutes to a difficult 4+ hours). Really want to connect with
nature? Stay over! MFFC offers a range of options—rustic cabins; camping
shelters; and, for a complete get-away, dispersed camping.
Stop in at the Joy Green Visitor Center where you can buy products from
the farm. To learn more, check the events calendar, or read about MFFC’s
interesting history by going to www.merckforest.org.
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Rent a rustic cabin
and enjoy nature!
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